World Habitats
Do you remember how
plants and animals rely
on the environment
around them to provide
them with everything
they need?
Because different places
around the world have
different conditions, the
plants and animals that
live there are different
too.

This means they have
to live somewhere that
has the right
conditions to help
them stay alive and
well.

These different
animals and
plants all have
special ways to
survive in their
special habitats.
Use the link to find out about the 10 main types of habitats:
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/habitats-and-ecosystems/landhabitats/

World Habitats
We are going
to find out
about four
different
habitats
around the
world, and
some of the
different
plants and
animals that
live there.

Rainforest

Arctic

Ocean

Desert

Oceans
Many kinds of plants grow in the ocean, including seaweed, grasses, algae and even
flowers. The oceans contain all kinds of creatures, from giant whales to plankton
so tiny that you need a microscope to see them.
There are more than 21,000 species of fish in the
ocean. Fish breathe underwater using special organs
called gills.
Many mammals live in the
sea, such as seals, whales,
and dolphins.
These creatures need to
return to the surface to
breathe air, like we do.
Some creatures crawl over the bottom of the ocean or burrow
beneath it. They include lobsters, crabs, prawns and starfish.

Animals of the Oceans

The Arctic
The Arctic Circle is located at the very top of the
Earth. It is very cold in the Arctic all year round.
The only plants that can grow in the Arctic region are
grass and mosses. Trees are unable to grow because the
ground stays frozen all year round. In some places in the
Arctic it is too cold for anything to grow at all.
There are many land mammals in
the Arctic including ox, reindeer,
artic foxes, weasels, wolves, polar
bears and brown bears.

Seals, walruses and whales live here and feed
from the plankton and fish in the sea.

Animals of the Arctic

Tropical Rainforests
The tropical rainforests are home to gigantic trees, colourful birds,
millions of bright insects, and many different mammals.

There are more trees in tropical
rainforests than anywhere else in the
world. These trees are home to lots of
animals. Most of them live high in the
branches where they can find food.
Insects, small birds and frogs feed on the fruit, seeds and
leaves, or other small creatures. Tree-living lizards, chameleons
and snakes feed on smaller animals.
Plant-eating mammals, such as flying squirrels, monkeys, and
sloths, live in the forest canopy. Carnivores, such as jaguars
and leopards, hunt in the trees to catch prey.

Animals of Tropical Rainforests

Deserts
Because there is such little water in the desert, not many living things can survive
here. Animals and plants that live here are specially adapted to the harsh, dry
conditions.
Many desert plants have leaves that collect and store
water. Since water is so scarce, most desert animals get
their water from eating these plants, or from the blood
and body tissues of their prey.
Some animals, like kangaroos and lizards, live in burrows
which do not get too hot or cold and have damp air
inside. These animals stay in their burrows during the hot
days, coming out at night to feed.
Camels can drink large amounts of water at one time and can survive as long as
two weeks without drinking. They have large spread out feet that help them to walk
on the soft sand.

Animals the Desert

Game time
Play the linked game to find out about why certain
animals aren’t suited to some habitats.

https://www.abpischools.org.uk/public/activescience/m
odule2/home.html

Researching Habitats
You are going to do
some research on
one of the habitats
you have been
learning about.
Researching means finding
out more information
about something you are
interested in.

How can we find
more information?

You can read about
it in an information
book.
You can find out about
it by looking it up on the
Internet.
You can ask questions to
someone who knows more
information.

•
•
•
•
•

Things To Research
What it looks like (Pictures)
Animals that live there
What the weather and climate are like
What plants would you find there
What do the animals that live there eat

Present your work on an A4 or A3 sheet either on paper
or on the computer.
Remember to include pictures, drawings and diagrams.
You may need to use labels on your pictures.
Make sure it is attractive and easy to read.

How Do I Survive?
Plants and animals live in habitats that suit them.
They have special features that help them to survive in their habitat.
This is why animals that live in cold places have thick fur, and why animals that
live in or near water are good swimmers.

Special features game
This game will make you think about some
special features animals might have to survive
in their environment.
http://www.eduplace.com/kids/hmsc/activities/si
mulations/gr3/unitb.html

Tropical Rainforests

How Do I Survive?
WhatWould
makes athe
ocean
a goodin habitat
for a shark?
shark
survive
the rainforest?
How does a shark survive in this habitat?
A shark breathes sea water
through its gills.

Sharks use their tails and
fins to swim through the
oceans.

Sharks have their babies in
safe, shallow waters.

How Do I Survive?
WhatWould
makesathe
Arctic
good habitat
for a polar
polar
bear asurvive
in the desert?
bear?
How does a polar bear survive in this habitat?
Polar bears have white
They have wide, large
fur so they can blend in
paws to help them walk
with the snow.
in the snow.
Polar bears can swim in
the sea to catch large
marine mammals.

How Do I Survive?
What amakes
tropical
rainforest
good
Would
spiderthemonkey
survive
in theaocean?
habitat for a spider monkey? How does a
monkey have
survive inThe
this trees
habitat?
Spider monkeys
provide
long arms and legs,
them with shelter and
and strong tails for
a safe place to rear
climbing in the trees.
their babies.

How Do I Survive?
What
makesa camel
the desert
a good
habitat
for a
Would
survive
in the
arctic?
camel?
How store
does afat
camel
in this long,
habitat?
Camels
in survive
A camel’s
thin
their humps so they
legs help it walk long
can go long periods
distances to find
without eating or
food and water.
drinking.

